Abstract: A new comprehensive criterion for the coordinated automatic voltage regulator -power system stabiliser (AVR -PSS) design in large-scale power systems is proposed. Then, a control strategy is introduced to make a trade-off between voltage regulation and small signal stability. The proposed control strategy combines switching technique and negative feedback to achieve a robust controller against load/generation disturbances. An adaptive angle-based switching strategy is employed instead of fixed time-based switching and hence the proposed control methodology takes into account system size and status modes to improve the system performance. The control strategy is completely independent of the test case and fault type. Efficiency of the proposed method has been verified on several large-scale systems and is illustrated here on the New York/ New England system with and without wind power penetration. The developed control strategy can be considered as a strong tool for the coordinated design of AVR, PSS and static var compensator (SVC) in the presence of wind turbines.
Introduction
Excitation control of generators is a fundamental control action to maintain power systems stability. A well-designed excitation control could improve performance of a system by supporting the voltage, enhancing transient stability and damping oscillations [1] . It is well known that fast response automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) degrade power system oscillation stability while improving voltage regulation [2] . Power system stabilisers (PSSs), as auxiliary controllers, contribute in maintaining power system stability. PSS output signal is applied over the set point of excitation control to modulate the field voltage, in such a way that provides positive damping for angle swings of generator in power systems [3 -5] .
The conventional AVR -PSS synthesis approaches usually provide a sequential design including two separate stages. Firstly, the AVR is designed to meet the specified voltage regulation performance and then the PSS is designed based on the desired damping characteristic [6] . Since improvement of both stability and voltage regulation are executed via a unique control signal, that is field voltage, the successful achievement of both goals is not possible [7] . In other words, an enhancement in one may cause deterioration of the other. To overcome this challenge, an integrated design approach for AVR -PSS design has been developed.
Power systems continuously experience changes in operating conditions because of variations in generation/ load and a wide range of disturbances. The AVR and PSS should be coordinated in order to be robust against perturbations which arise in the specified operating point [1] . Recently, several efforts have been placed to coordinate the various requirements for stabilisation and voltage regulation within a single control structure [6 -15] . The coordinated controller design using linear control theory and model linearisation around operating point has been presented in [6, 8 -10] . The employed H 1 static output feedback in [6] reduces the coordination problem to find a simple fixed gain vector. The approach used in [8] involves use of desensitised controller for coordination of AVR and PSS. In another attempt, Quinot et al. [9] address practical desensitised four-loop regulator in the French power system to achieve a coordinated AVR -PSS design. Design strategy is based on the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) which provides a methodology for robust control design. The LQG-based controllers are dynamic control systems with a high-order structure (for large-scale power systems) and hence are not appropriate ones for large-scale power systems. The coordinated AVR -PSS design is formulated as an optimisation problem in [10] . The particle swarm optimisation technique is employed to minimise a damping index which is obtained based on the system eigenvalues for linearised system. The control strategies based on optimisation techniques usually provide a satisfactory performance for the pre-specified operating conditions and therefore the robustness feature is in concern. In addition to the above challenges associated with each algorithm, the & The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2011 www.ietdl.org A u t h o r P e r s o n a l C o p y A u t h o r P e r s o n a l C o p y major drawback of model linearisation-based control techniques is in degrading of their efficiency in the presence of large disturbances. Internal model control (IMC) is addressed in [7] to affect a trade-off between AVR (voltage regulation, i.e. transient stability) and PSS (small signal stability). The IMC is a modern robust control theory, and relies on the process (model) identification. Complexity of model identification for large-scale power systems limits the application of this methodology. A model-predictive control (MPC) strategy is employed in [11] to address a coordinated AVR -PSS design. Time variant and non-linear inherent of power systems degrade performance of the MPC. Moreover, optimum performance of the MPC will be achieved for the process with great time constants. In stability studies with small time horizon phenomena, the MPC cannot be able to exhibit a satisfactory performance. A trade-off between voltage regulation and power system stability is provided by switching strategy in [12, 13] . These researches guarantee desired performance only for a specific fault on which optimum switching time is obtained. Guo et al. [14] and Yadaiah et al. [15] successfully overcome the non-robustness feature of switching strategy by weighting the AVR and PSS output signal. Guo et al. [14] proposed a global control scheme to achieve a robust integrated design approach for AVR and PSS. However, the performance of the global controller highly depends on the designing of two positive constants which is not straightforward. A fuzzy-based coordinated controller for power system stability and voltage regulation is proposed in [15] . Designer knowledge about the controlled system is a key feature in all fuzzy-based control designs. The weighted controllers are only examined on a single machine connected to the infinite bus. Since the infinite bus can considered as a machine with a huge inertia, hence its dynamic cannot be affected by the faults. Therefore coordination problem reduces to tune of AVR and PSS gains for a single machine related to the fixed reference. However, in large-scale interconnected power systems each generator dynamic is severely affected by others and hence, by increasing the system size, the control law also increases. In fact, implementation of weighted controllers in real interconnected systems is complex and may be impractical.
In general, lack of a comprehensive dynamic analysis for AVR -PSS (stability-voltage regulation) studies limits the recent research works to apply to a single machine connected to the infinite bus or linearised model for multimachine system. Hojo et al. [16] introduces graphical frequency deviation against phase difference (Df 2 Dd) plots as an analytical tool for power system dynamic studies after generators outage. However, the same inherent of phase and frequency degrades the performance of the graphs for power system studies.
Nowadays, increased needs for electrical energy as well as environmental concerns and growing attempts to reduce dependency on fossil fuel resources have caused many power system industries to set an ambitious target of renewable generation. Wind power is recognised as the most important renewable energy source (RES) because of its economical and technical prospects. It is shown that increasing the penetration level could seriously affect power system dynamics [17] . Owing to the worldwide focusing on connecting major volume of renewable generation sources to the networks in the future years, coordinated AVR -PSS design problem in the presence of RESs becomes more significant than in the past. However, simplified assumptions in the recent proposed control methodologies restrict their applications in the presence of RESs dynamics.
In response to the above crudity, this paper tries to provide a new analytical tool for small signal stability-voltage regulation studies. Thereafter, a new control methodology is addressed for coordinated AVR -PSS design in large-scale power systems concerning wind power penetration. The proposed tool employs normalised phase difference against voltage deviation plane to design a control strategy that is completely independent from fault type and case study. The controller is designed in such a way that all the inherent non-linearities and uncertainties are considered in the system and hence, the introduced controller is reliable. The proposed controller uses measurable signals and attempts to make a bridge between the simplicity of control structure and robustness of stability/performance to satisfy the simultaneous AVR and PSS tasks.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the new criterion and control methodology. In Section 3, simulation results are explained in detail, and finally Section 4 concludes the paper.
Proposed criterion and control strategy
This section describes the proposed criterion and control strategy in detail. Phase difference-voltage deviation (Dd 2 DV ) graphs are employed to provide a new useful analytical tool for coordination of AVR and PSS systems. The conflict behaviour of these indices makes the proposed graph as a powerful tool for voltage regulation and small signal stability studies. After any load/generation disturbance, a graph related to each connected generator is plotted in the plane of phase difference against voltage deviation (Dd 2 DV ), which is defined as follows
(1)
where d 0i and V 0i are the initial values of rotor angle and terminal voltage related to generator i, respectively. In order to obtain a new criterion that is independent from fault type, parameters normalisation is required. This procedure is done via the following terms
Economic reasons and environmental constraints have led the transmission lines of systems to operate at the maximum transfer power capacity. Therefore desired operation of a power system after disturbances could be achieved when system returns to the 
In order to achieve a stable condition and desired performance, the following conditions must be simultaneously met:
1. Voltage deviations for each generator converge to zero. 2. All rotor angle deviations converge to the same value.
In ideal situation, all connected generators completely satisfy the above conditions. Therefore each generator will be fixed at (1, 1) point in the normalised plane of phase difference against voltage deviation after a fault. However, after a fault in a practical system, the system returns to a new operating point and hence, the voltage and rotor angle deviations of generators differ from each other. Therefore control actions have to be done in such a way that conduct each generator terminal voltage deviations to zero (0 in the normalised voltage deviation axis) as well as the rotor angle deviations to the same value, that is 1 in the normalised phase difference axis. In other words, for the stable, secure and reliable system operation, all the generators' operating points must be located in the minimum distance from (1, 0) point in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane. This condition could be mathematically represented by the following minimisation problem
The optimum value can be achieved when derivation of the above equation becomes zero
This equation leads to
which gives
As previously stated, control actions try to conduct all the connected generators to the pre-fault condition, that is, (1, 1) point in the normalised plane. Therefore
In other hand, according to the parameters normalisation, one can write
It is noteworthy that (12) demonstrates the generic desired borders for each probable condition. The occurred fault in a system specifies the sign of phase and voltage variations and thereafter the required borders, that is, sign of the (12), to control the system. From (13) to (16), the stable region of power system in the normalised plane of phase difference against voltage deviation can be represented as shown in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the AVR and PSS have a dead band in response, which could be represented in the CDEFC area. For the generators located in the CDEFC area, the AVR and PSS are well tuned. However, for the other regions, the AVR and PSS parameters should be re-tuned to return the operating point to the CDEFC area. However, after installing of AVR and PSS in a power system, usually the appropriate tunable parameters are their gains. Therefore the introduced method proposes an algorithm for the re-tuning of AVR and PSS gains. Based on (13) and (14), the operation region of controlled systems on the proposed graph could be mathematically explained by
In an interconnected power system, in order to provide the required power in each area, deviations of voltages from nominal values must be compensated by the phase differences of existing generators. However, increasing generators phase differences, that is, decreasing voltages profile may lead a system to an unstable mode. In this case, an option static var compensator (SVC) must be employed to avoid power system instability. The SVC is implemented to compensate the required reactive power to avoid undesirable phase differences increment. Therefore (17) reveals that in the presence of only AVR and PSS, a generator must be located in the minimum distance from Following the same procedure as used for (8), the above minimisation problem results in
Therefore the operating region of AVR and PSS can be described as follows
For the remaining regions, in addition to the AVR and PSS, the SVC is also required to enhance the system performance. This problem could be clearly seen in the power systems with wind power penetration. Wind generators usually employ induction machines rather than synchronous ones. Therefore the required reactive power for initialising the induction machines is taken from the grid and hence, the buses voltages are decreased. Fig. 2 demonstrates the generalised version of Fig. 1 which describes the operating region of AVR, PSS and SVC. After description of the required borders to design a coordinated controller, the mechanism on which the variation of AVR, PSS and SVC gains could improve power system performance is explained. As already mentioned, the controller gains are re-tuned to conduct each connected generators to (1, 1) point in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane. Owing to the detrimental impact of torques in phase with rotor angle deviations on oscillatory stability and also taking into account sub-synchronous resonance (SSR, will be explained in discussion), the control strategy should be considered in such a way that the AVRs always encounter with gains reduction. For a generator with less voltage deviation, variation of AVR gain could enhance the system performance. In other words, if voltage deviation for a generator is smaller than 0.707, decreasing of AVR gain causes increment of voltage deviation and hence, the generator is conducted to the desired region. At below, the mechanism on which the PSS gain affects the power system dynamics is described.
Consider the swing equation as follows 2Hd 2 u v 0 dt 2 = P mech − P elec (21) where H, v 0 , u, P mech , P elec are inertia constant, synchronised speed, rotor angle, mechanical power input, and electrical power output, respectively. The reference for the rotor rotation is considered as a frame which rotates at the synchronised speed. Therefore u could be explained by
where u 0 is the initial position of the rotor. By replacing (22) in (21), the following equation is obtained based on the speed variations
It is well known that the PSS produces a torque in phase with positive deviations of speed. For a negative speed deviation, that is P mech , P elec , decreasing of PSS gain accelerates the rotor and increases the rotor angle deviations. Therefore for a generator with a normalised phase difference smaller than 0.707, the PSS gain should be reduced during the control process. For positive speed deviations, that is, P mech . P elec , the PSS gain should be increased to conduct the generator with less phase deviations to the desired region. For a generator with both variations smaller than 0.707, a minor variation identifies the required control action to improve system performance. Regarding the above statements, three control laws could be explained as:
1. every generator located in DCJHID area encounters with decreasing of PSS gain in the proposed control strategy; 2. every generator located in BCJFEB area encounters with decreasing of AVR gain in the proposed control strategy; 3. every generator located in ABCDA area encounters with increasing of SVC gain in the proposed control strategy.
The proposed control methodology updates the controller gains by adding a correction term to the old ones to improve the system performance. Later, the details on the calculation of the controller gains are given.
For a located generator in the SVC reaction region, increasing of SVC gain forces the generator operation to the reaction region of the AVR and PSS. Thereafter, a procedure same as steps 1 and 2 enhances the system performance. Therefore the proposed criterion could be used for the coordinated design of AVR, PSS and SVC in multi-machine power systems.
For the implementation of the proposed online control strategy, a combination of switching strategy and simple negative feedback in a discrete manner is employed. Firstly, according to the position of each generator in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane, an appropriate control action is selected based on the above control laws. Then, the feedback tries to conduct generators to the desired region. The implemented feedback employs the angle between phase and voltage deviations (a) as input signal. Note that the set-point for the employed feedback is considered as 458, which is an ideal a at the (1, 1) point. Regarding the time horizon of voltage instability (about 20 s) and transient instability (2 s [18] ), the sampling time interval could be selected equal to 2 s. However, the proposed control strategy employs the first sample at a smaller time (less than 2 s) to improve its reliability. The proposed control mechanism could be explained as follows: Note that the proposed method is applicable for any load/ generation changes. However, as already mentioned for the positive phase deviations, PSS gain must be increased instead of decreasing. In other words, for the positive phase deviations, that is, Dd . 0, (24) will change to
Setting the first sample interval (T ¼ T samp ). 2. Position of each generator is determined in the normalised
The flowchart representation of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3 . Here K pss , K AVR and K svc are PSS, AVR and SVC gains, respectively. In fact, the problem of coordinated AVR -PSS design is reduced to design of simple switching and feedback methods which are easy for implementation. The capability of the proposed criterion and control strategy is investigated after application on several large-scale interconnected power systems. Here this issue is illustrated using the New York/New England system, a 16-machine, five-area test system, as shown in Fig. 4 . All the generators are represented by a two-axis model and equipped with PSS. Structures of the implemented controllers, that is, AVR, PSS and SVC, are also shown in Fig. 5 . Efficiency of the proposed control strategy is also examined in the presence of wind turbines (WTs). To investigate the impact of WTs on the coordination problem, wind farms are employed at buses 9 and 15. The implemented wind farms employ simple squirrel cage induction generators without any control capability that operate at a substantially constant speed, normally referred to as fixed speed induction generators (FSIGs).
Case A
In the performed simulations without wind power penetration, the first sample is used at 1.5 s (T samp ¼ 1.5 s). Firstly, behaviour of the power system after outage of generator number 12 is investigated. Note that without applying the proposed control strategy the system encounters with transient instability, that is, first swing instability. The efficiency of the proposed criterion and control strategy is shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6a demonstrates the performance of the power system after applying the proposed control strategy within 4 s in the sake of comparison with occurred first swing instability without applying the strategy. It could be seen that the proposed control strategy aids the system to keep its transient stability. Fig. 6b explains the behaviour of the system within 30 s in the (Dd 2 DV ) plane. It is clear that after a number of control reactions, the system is conducted to stable mode at steady state. Distribution of the voltage -angle indexes in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane is also shown in Fig. 6 . It could be seen that generators 14-16 are located in the PSS reaction region at the first control action. Therefore decreasing the PSS gains of these generators besides decreasing the AVR gains for some others make the system stable. It can be seen that the system response is quite improved using the proposed coordination methodology (Fig. 6d) .
As another example, Fig. 7 shows the dynamics of the system after outage of generator number 16. It could be seen that the system experiences disorders in the oscillatory, angle and transient stability behaviour during simulation time. The applied control strategy eliminates the voltage/ rotor angle oscillations and conducts the system to a stable mode in steady state. Note that without applying the proposed control strategy the system encounters with instability. Distribution of the voltage -angle indexes related to the outage of generator 16 in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane is also shown in Fig. 7 . At t ¼ 1.5 s (Fig. 7c) , except for two generators, others are out of the desired region. According to the assigned control laws, by decreasing the PSS gains for this set of generators at the first control action, the system tries to keep its integrity. It could be seen that all the generators have been located in the desired region at steady state (Fig. 7d) .
The results related to the outage of loads prove satisfactory performance of the control strategy and successfulness of the proposed criterion against load changes as well as generation changes.
Case B
Case B is performed to emphasise the efficiency of the proposed method for the power system in the presence of WTs. In the performed simulations concerning wind power penetration T samp will be fixed at 1.8 s. Fig. 8 shows the dynamic response of the power system following outage of G12, concerning 8% wind power penetration. It could be seen that by the penetration of wind power, generators 14-16 try to be isolated from the system and operate in islanding mode. Therefore the system is going into an unstable mode. The non-similar phase characteristics of generators beside diverged terminals voltage behaviour in Fig. 8b also exhibit instability of the system. Distribution of the voltage-angle indexes in the normalised (Dd 2 DV ) plane is shown in Fig. 8 . It could be seen that generators 14-16 are located in the operation region of SVC. Therefore SVC should be implemented in the areas related to these generators. However, because of fewer deviations for the generator 16 and taking into account the economical reasons, it seems that SVC in this region could return the system to a stable mode. For this propose, at the beginning of simulation, SVC is considered in the model and after that, increasing of SVC gain improves the system performance. The dynamic behaviour of the power system after applying the proposed control strategy is shown in Fig. 9 . The proposed control strategy conducts the system to a stable mode within several tuning steps. The initial and final values (controller gains at steady state) of control parameters are given in Table 1 . Distribution of the normalised parameters in the proposed criterion for outage of G12 in the presence of WTs and SVC could be seen in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9d , it is quite clear that all the generators will be moved to the desired region at steady state.
Discussion
In the performed simulations, it was seen that in transient period (based on the system inertia), interactions between AVRs and PSSs gains improve the system performance and thereafter, reduction of AVR gains conducts the system to a stable mode. In other words, PSSs contribute to maintain the transient stability. On the other hand, to avoid oscillatory instability, the torques in phase with rotor angle deviations, that is, AVRs gains, always decrease. The contribution of PSS for keeping transient stability is well discussed by Kundur [18] . A practical discontinues excitation control (DEC) which employs switching strategy was used in Ontario hydro power plant to achieve stability and voltage regulation. The DEC addresses a transient stability excitation control (TSEC) to improve stability. The TSEC is switched off from the system after 2 s (transient period) to avoid oscillatory instability. In other words, the DEC employs fixed-time-based switching strategy. However, transient period could be varied from 2 s to about 10 s based on the system size and the modes status. Therefore the fixed-time-based switching strategy could affect the system performance. The proposed algorithm in this paper fulfils the above concern by using an adaptive angle-based switching strategy. Based on the system operation, the synchronising and damping torques are changed to achieve a satisfactory performance. Moreover, decreasing AVR gains in the proposed control methodology eliminates probable SSR in the system. It is shown that increasing AVR gains could encounter system with SSR [20] . The SSR phenomenon, which results by increasing AVR gains, is shown in Fig. 10 .
Owing to different kinds of uncertainty and parameter perturbation, load variations and modelling errors, . Jabr et al. [21] introduce a conic programming method that moves eigenvalues corresponding to the unstable and poorly damped modes to the left-hand side of the s plane. In general, the success of all model linearisation-based control methodologies severely depends on the operating points. Considering various operating points, that is, robustness issue could degrade the controller performance by increasing size of evaluation, control laws, etc. However, the proposed graphical criteria and control strategy in the present paper is absolutely independent from the operating point, and hence, the robustness feature completely and successfully could be met. Moreover, the proposed control strategy relies on the basic power system equations and therefore it is applicable to any power system without any query. Simulation results prove satisfactory performance of the control strategy under contingencies, as well as normal condition.
Pal and Mei [22] and Mei and Pal [23] show that the associated controllers with doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) separate the mechanical dynamics from electrical ones, and therefore no electromechanical mode exists. In other words, DFIGs do not have detrimental impact on the small signal stability. Moreover, the transient stability is not in concern considering DFIGs, but also fault performance or ride-through of synchronous generator will be even better. Therefore DFIGs could not affect power system dynamics seriously in such a way that would be an appropriate case study to demonstrate the ability of the proposed coordination strategy. However, as previously stated FSIGs directly affect power system dynamics by interchanging reactive power with the connected system and hence significantly influence the controller performance. Implementation of auxiliary controller such as SVC is mandatory to keep the power system integrity as addressed in this paper.
Simplicity of analysis using the developed graphical tool and model independency of the proposed coordinated control strategy can be considered as main advantages of the present work.
Conclusions
Power system stability and voltage regulation have been considered as important control issues for secure system operation over many years. Currently, because of expanding physical set-ups, functionality, complexity of power systems and penetration of RESs, the mentioned problems become more significant than in the past. Moreover, because of conflict behaviour between stability and voltage regulation the successful achievement of both goals using independent control strategies is difficult.
In order to achieve stability and voltage regulation simultaneously, a new criterion in the normalised phase difference against voltage deviation plane is developed. Based on the introduced criterion, an adaptive angle-based switching strategy and negative feedback are combined to obtain a robust control methodology against load/generation disturbances. The proposed method was applied to the wellknown IEEE 68-bus test system with/without wind power penetration. The obtained results based on the proposed control strategy exhibit satisfactory performance over a wide range of operating conditions.
In all the investigations the long-term time-domain simulation in the proposed graphical space is considered as a criterion for stability assessment. Considering all model uncertainties, non-linearities and saturations beside simplicity and well response of the proposed control strategy makes it reliable for real large-scale power systems. In addition to the robustness performance of the controller, it also allows direct effective trade-off between voltage regulation and damping performance. 
